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Today’s Presentation

Linked 
Data

Internet

World-
Wide-
Web

Semantic 
Web

Part 1: Everything you need to know about 
the Web in (almost) 3 slides 

Part 2: Linked data on the Web and in 
Libraries (almost)

Linked 
Data

Linked 
Data

Semantic 
Web

Libraries
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The idea of linked data didn’t happen overnight. It evolved over the past four decades primarily in two research environments: the Internet/World-Wide-Web/Semantic Web and libraries.This presentation begins by providing an overview of linked data and reviewing key terms used in this discussion. I then will talk briefly about how the concept of linking evolved in the online environment of the Internet/World-Wide-Web/Semantic.We will then look at how librarian research into relationships and linking evolved as we became more aware of the need for explicit linking mechanisms in library catalogs.Finally, we will explore some of today’s benefits and challenges of linked data in our catalogs and examine some library options.



Linked Data Overview
0 Using the Web to create defined (typed) links between data from 

different sources that weren’t previously linked. 

0 A method for sharing data—within and outside a library environment in 
a non-library-centered exchange format

0 Depends on everyone using standards that enable data exchange 

0 Identifying relationships between entities is essential to the success of a 
linked data environment
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what is linked data?Typed links simply means that the link represents a specific relationship.It is important to use standards at different points in the data creation process and, of course, identifying specific types of relationships is critical to the entire concept.



Some Key Terms
0 Semantics: The study of the meanings of words and phrases in 

language; the meanings of words and phrases in a particular 
context

0 Relationship: The way in which two or more people or things are 
connected.

0 Link: An identifier attached to an element in a system to indicate or 
permit connection with other similarly identified elements, 
especially a hyperlink in a computer file 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are terms that are important to understand when we talk about linked data, especially in the library context



More Key Terms
0 Data: The primary building block of information;  factual 

statements or figures presented in a form that can be 
understood, interpreted, and communicated by a human being 
or processed by a computer; when contextualized by its use, 
data becomes information.

0 Entity: Independent, separate, or self-contained existence 

0 Record: A collection of related items of information (as in a 
database) treated as a unit 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are more terms that are important to understand when we talk about linked data



Evolution of the Web
or,

How Did We Get Here?

Internet          World-Wide-Web          Semantic Web 

Everything you need to know about the Web in 
5 slides! 
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TCP/IPNCP TCP

HTTP/HTML

FTP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of these notes are from Wikipedia:ARPANET : 1969. The Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET) was an early packet switching network that could send & retrieve documents 1:1. and the first network to implement the protocol suite TCP/IP in 1983.NSFNET : 1985. The NSFNET became the principal Internet backbone starting in approximately 1988, when in addition to the five NSF supercomputer centers it included connectivity to the regional networks BARRNet, Merit/MichNet, MIDnet, NCAR, NorthWestNet, NYSERNet, JVNCNet, SESQUINET, SURAnet, and Westnet. Each Regional network connected to individual campuses.W3. The WWW really started with development of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol  (HTTP) coupled with HTML (v1.0 officially introduced in 1996.) Browsers quickly became HTTP compliant.The concept of the Semantic Web began with …



“Vague but exciting”

Tim Berners-Lee

1989
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
… Tim Berners-LeeTBL submitted an Information Management Proposal in 1989 to develop the World-Wide-Web, -- see boss’s reply!When TBL submitted this idea we only had the “Internet” …



The World-Wide-Web

0 HTTP developed in 1991
0 Web of Documents

0 Pages (HTML documents with hyperlinks)

0Web of Discovery
0 Search engines index and infer relevance
0 Implicit relationships between documents
0 Lack of semantics (not “typed” links)

0 All are designed for humans
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Global information space (for humans)The development of the HTTP protocol allowed the beginning of hyperlinking and we moved from a Web of documents to a Web of pages.



“The semantic web is a vision of information that is 
understandable by computers, so computers can perform more 
of the tedious work involved in finding, combining, and acting 
upon information on the web.” – Wikipedia
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most hyperlinks are simply addresses to another page. They don’t provide any context for the computer. It is only meaningful to a human who can derive context from the overall content of the page and decide if it is relevant. Search engines have greatly improved their algorithms for relevance ranking, but it is still based on the entire page.But, if the computer understands what the link is saying and can act on it, then it brings meaning (semantics) to the Web.



The Semantic Web of Linked Data
0 Linked Data is not about searching for specific documents or 

visiting particular websites, it’s about identifying and 
connecting things
0 Making connections between related data (entities) from different sources
0 Computer programs understand connections (for humans & machines)
0 Data is sharable, extensible, and reusable
0 Entity-based Architecture
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Web of data (people and organizations should be able to share data … in a way that enables others to derive and add value, and to utilize it in ways that suit them). But LD is only a technology :  Real benefits come from Entity-based ArchitectureThe key factor in the re-usability of data is the extent to which it is well structured. The more regular and well-defined the structure of the data the more easily people can create tools to reliably process it for reuse.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First we need to understand …



… and the answer is …

URIs!!!
Adapted from Dorothea Salo: Libraries Storming Linked Data!

What Do Computers Like?

4/08/2015 Sherry Vellucci 13

http://connect.ala.org/files/2014CaMMSForumSalo.pdf


Four Rules of Linked Data

1. Use URIs as names for things
id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n87929612

2. Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n87929612

3. When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, 
using the standards (RDF, SPARQL) 
4. Include links to other URIs so that they can discover more 

things
Tim Berners-Lee
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All resources, properties and values in an RDF statement should be as unambiguous as possible.The linking process in RDF is performed by software that matches on the URIs and creates links between them. (Not matching on texts as is current method in most databases.SQL = Structured Query LanguageSPARQL = Standard (Simple) Protocol and RDF Query Language

http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n87929612
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n87929612


Building the Web of Data
How will this work in a library?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
More about linked data …



Library Research: It’s About Relationships, Stupid!

Barbara Tillett

Richard Smiraglia

Martha Yee

Sherry Vellucci

Allyson Carlyle

1987

1992

1994

1994

1993
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Librarians have talked about identifying relationships and linking data in bibliographic records since the late 1980s, but we couldn’t do it with a flat MARC record file and the technology of the daySeveral people realized that explicitly identifying relationships was the key to making the catalog’s searching and display better	First we had to identify the Relationships that existed7 relationships: Equivalence, derivative, descriptive, whole-part, sequential, accompanying, shared characteristic	The FRBR model grew out of this researchWe were applying this knowledge to the technology of the day—hyperlinks, but were constrained by the MARC flat record format



The Library Perspective Linked Data Basics
Records      Entities

Link entities Statements

Resource Description Framework (RDF)

Relationships defined in “triples”

Entity A              Has relationship to              Entity B

Record becomes a graph formed by triples

Entities represented by URIs (or verbal values)

Catalog (closed) Web (open)

Not limited to libraries or bibliographic records

Deconstruct MARC records into 
individual entities (bits of data)

Create RDF statements that link 
entities by identifying 
relationships
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Linked data is all about breaking documents/records into individual statements represented by RDF triples.  Each element of the triple has a data value, which can be a URI or a literal value.Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) are identifiers for entities (people, places, subjects, records, institutions). They identify resources, and ideally allow you to access representations of those resources.Paradigm shift to storing data as a graph database (a new concept based on RDF) This is how the Semantic Web is built. A triple provides the information necessary to put the data in context



More Terminology & a RDF Graph

0 RDF is a Data Model that makes 
statements about [Web] resources

0 Literal/String = Value expressed as 
natural language

0 Statements have 3 parts and are 
called triples: 

0 subject — predicate — object
Good to 

Great
James C. 
Collins

This Book Good to 
Great

hasTitle

hasAuthor

Good to 
Great Leadership

hasSubject

Subject/Resource Predicate/Property Object/Value

RDF Graph

RDF Triple

What we’re describing 
(entity 1)

Verb describes 
relationship between 2 

entities

Value of what 
we’re describing 
(Entity 2)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These relationships are reciprocal—they can be linked in many other waysBut this gives you the basic and simple concept of the tripleSubject  =  ClassPredicate  =  PropertyObject  =  Value



is author ofJames C. Collins Good to Great

sameAs
sameAssameAs

Subject Predicate Object

[http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/46835556 ]

[http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/creator]

[http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n91123848]

Literal Literal Literal

Strings

Things
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the simple RDF triple as a graph—subject, predicate, object.  Notice how J.C. Collins is the subject of this graph, but was the object of the previous graph. Things = URIs (Which take you to real things)Strings = natural languageYou can use an URI to represent each piece of this data.  

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/46835556
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/creator
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n91123848


New York
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we have each entity  highlighted on the MARC record



edition

author location

holding

date of publication

classification

publisher

title

source

ISBN

author location

holding

classification

publisher

person place

object concept

organization work

Library Data:

Stored As Records

title

Adapted from: Richard Wallis. Linked Data: 
From Library Entities to the Web of Data.4/08/2015 Sherry Vellucci 21

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently Library Data is stored in library databases & a central storage database (WorldCat)– the information is locked in RECORDSBut, what if we started to think about the information in a different way.Deconstruct the record into individual pieces of data, i.e., individual entities

http://www.slideshare.net/rjw/linked-data-from-library-entities-to-the-web-of-data


person place

object concept

organization work

Library Data Stored as Entities
Library Knowledge Graph

(James C. Collins)

(Good to Great)

(New York)

(UNH Library)

(Book) (Leadership)

(Harper Business)

Graph of Relationships Adapted from: Richard Wallis. Linked Data: 
From Library Entities to the Web of Data.4/08/2015 Sherry Vellucci 22

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of Entity-Based ArchitectureEach entity has its own identifier (URI)

http://www.slideshare.net/rjw/linked-data-from-library-entities-to-the-web-of-data


New York (N.Y.)

http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n79007751

http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n91123848

http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n91006173

http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh850754804/08/2015 Sherry Vellucci 23

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we show that each entity literal also has a URI that links directly to the source of the information

http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n79007751
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n91123848
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n91006173
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85075480


<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://viaf.org/viaf/113142467/”>
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://schema.org/Person"/><schema:name>Collins, James C.</schema:name></rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85075480">   
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://schema.org/Topic"/>   <schema:name> Leadership</schema:name></rdf:Description>
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http://viaf.org/viaf/113142467/%23skos:Concept
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85075480


Where are our users?

4/08/2015 Sherry Vellucci 25Adapted from: Richard Wallis. Linked Data: 
From Library Entities to the Web of Data.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Several recent studies indicate that:People don’t start searches in the library catalogThey go to a Web search engine firstWe should be where our users are!Where is our data?

http://www.slideshare.net/rjw/linked-data-from-library-entities-to-the-web-of-data


Why?

Google does not 
understand:

MARC, ISBD, RDA, Z39.50, 
etc.

4/08/2015 Sherry Vellucci 26
Adapted from: Richard Wallis. Linked Data: 
From Library Entities to the Web of Data.

http://www.slideshare.net/rjw/linked-data-from-library-entities-to-the-web-of-data


Where are we?

The real problem is that we don’t expose our collections very well on 
the web!
Locked in library catalog silos that are not searchable on the Web, or
Available from aggregator’s database—No direct access from Web 

search

UNH               Dartmouth         UCSD          Texas A & M            
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our catalogs are searchable in aggregators like WorldCat, so WorldCat is experimenting with converting bib records into linked dataSo, What do we have to do?



Unlock Library Data

0 Transforms library data so that it is of the web
0 Becomes easily searchable
0 Libraries can integrate outside data into what they 

already have
0 Anyone can reuse library data to create their own 

applications

Fact: BnF converted to LD
• 80% + users now come from search 

engines

4/08/2015 Sherry Vellucci 28

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bibliotheque nationale de France



Connect different parts of the library’s system
0 Different parts of the library structure 

(ILS, ERMS, Archive Finding Aids, 
LibGuides, etc.) would be able to share 
data more easily, allowing searches to 
easily jump from one area to another

0 Link to outside information relevant to a 
search

https://vimeo.com/54674757
4/08/2015 Sherry Vellucci 29

https://vimeo.com/54674757
https://vimeo.com/54674757
https://vimeo.com/54674757
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Google 
search 
results



Jane Austen
Born: Steventon, UK on 
December 16, 1775. 

English novelist whose 
timeless works of love 
among the landed gentry 
are lauded as social 
commentaries of her time.

Novels

Pride & Prejudice
Audiobook

Sense & 
Sensibility

Emma Sense & 
Sensibility

Subjects
English fiction | Courtship—England—Fiction | England—
Social Life and customs—19th century—Fiction |  Man-women 
relationships—England—19th century—Fiction | Young 
women--Fiction

Quotes
“I do not want people to be very agreeable, as it saves me 
the trouble of liking them a great deal.” 
― Jane Austen, Jane Austen's Letters

Google Knowledge Graph

Knowledge Cards for Libraries4/08/2015 Sherry Vellucci 31

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what else can we do?

http://unhlibrary.worldcat.org/title/pride-and-prejudice/oclc/214363457&referer=brief_results
http://unhlibrary.worldcat.org/title/pride-and-prejudice/oclc/214363457&referer=brief_results
http://unhlibrary.worldcat.org/title/sense-and-sensibility/oclc/7322260&referer=brief_results
http://unhlibrary.worldcat.org/title/jane-austen-emma/oclc/382934&referer=brief_results
http://unhlibrary.worldcat.org/title/mansfield-park/oclc/44961901&referer=brief_results
http://unhlibrary.worldcat.org/search?q=su:English+fiction.&qt=hot_subject
http://unhlibrary.worldcat.org/search?q=su:Courtship+England+Fiction.&qt=hot_subject
http://unhlibrary.worldcat.org/search?q=su:England+Social+life+and+customs+19th+century+Fiction.&qt=hot_subject
http://unhlibrary.worldcat.org/search?q=su:Man-woman+relationships+Fiction.&qt=hot_subject
http://unhlibrary.worldcat.org/search?q=su:Young+women+Fiction.&qt=hot_subject
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/1265.Jane_Austen
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/6195


Core Questions

Is linked data and the Semantic Web achievable?
Will it bring substantial benefits to libraries? 
Is linked data something we can ignore?
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So, How Do We Get There?
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Bibframe: One Solution

Being developed by Zepheira and the Library of Congress
The foundation for future bibliographic information
Eventual replacement for MARC
A data model based on identifying information entities with URIs

4/08/2015 Sherry Vellucci 34

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metadata Authority Description SchemaBased on FRBR, which is the foundation for RDA

http://zepheira.com/


Schema.org: Another Solution

What is schema.org?

Developed by:
Provides a hierarchical 
structure to identify 
specific types of :

Things
• Creative Work (Book, 

Movie, MusicRecording, 
Recipe, TVSeries …

• Person (alive, dead, 
undead, fictional)

4/08/2015 Sherry Vellucci 35

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Schema.org was developed by these 4 search engines to improve searchability specificity.schema.org is used with microdata added to the HTML (5) tags to give the computer additional information.Remember entities with URIs are things!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also has Events, Organizations, Place, Action, etc.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click on screen to go to www.WorldCat.org

http://www.worldcat.org/title/good-to-great-why-some-companies-make-the-leap-and-others-dont/oclc/46835556&referer=brief_results
http://www.worldcat.org/title/good-to-great-why-some-companies-make-the-leap-and-others-dont/oclc/46835556&referer=brief_results


http://schema-creator.org/book.php
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http://schema-creator.org/book.php


Libraries should use

to Describe & Link to the Web

BUT

Continue to apply other 
vocabularies & standards
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Are we there yet?

Peak of inflated expectations
Gartner Technology 
Hype-Cycle
Adapted by Eric Miller

4/08/2015 Sherry Vellucci 40

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As technology progressed,
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Anything Else We Need?
0An ILS vendor that lets us control our own HTML!

0Can’t take advantage of Linked Data without that!
0How do we get there?

0Bother current vendor
0Write microdata into RFPs

0Collaboration

4/08/2015 Sherry Vellucci 42Adapted from Dorothea Salo: Libraries Storming Linked Data!

http://connect.ala.org/files/2014CaMMSForumSalo.pdf
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For linked data to be effective, the broad Web community must adopt an entity-based architecture



Where Do We Go From Here?
0 “If all of this sounds otherworldly and 

vague, it is because there is no specific 
vision of where these changes will lead 
us. The crystal ball is unfortunately 
shortsighted... The few things that are 
certain, however, point to the Web, and 
its eventual successors, as the place to 
be. For libraries, this means yet another 
evolutionary step in the library of our 
catalog: from metadata to metaDATA.”

Understanding the Semantic Web: Bibliographic Data and Metadata, 
by Karen Coyle. ALA Library Technology Reports, January, 2010
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http://www.alatechsource.org/library-technology-reports/understanding-the-semantic-web-bibliographic-data-and-metadata


Libraries are moving from Cataloging to 
Catalinking!

Eric Miller - Zepheira
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Thank you!
Questions? Comments?

Sherry Vellucci
sherry.vellucci@unh.edu
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